Abstract-The problem of modeling football data has become increasingly popular in the last few years and many different models have been proposed with the aim of estimating the characteristics that bring a team to lose or win a game, or to predict the score of a particular match. We propose a Bayesian Network (BN) to predict results of football matches. During the last decade, Bayesian networks (and probabilistic graphical models in general) have become very popular in artificial intelligence. In this paper, we look at the performance of a BN in the area of predicting the result of football matches involving Barcelona FC. The period under study was the 2008-2009 season in Spanish football league and we test its performance. We get necessary information about football states from valid websites. This BN is used for prediction of football results in future matches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Football is one of the most popular sports. Predicting the results of football matches is interesting to many, from fans to punters. It is also interesting as a research problem, in part due to its difficulty, because the result of a football match is dependent on many factors, such as a team's morale, skills, current score, etc. So even for football experts, it is very hard to predict the exact results of football matches. Bayesian networks (and probabilistic graphical models in general) have become very popular in predictions works such as weather, games, etc [1] , [2] . In this paper we present a new approach for football result prediction. In doing so, we introduce a football factors that effect on results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II gives a summary of previous work on football prediction. In Section III, we describe Bayesian network. Section IV is about our approach in using of Bayesian network. In Section V, we present simulation of BN in NETICA software. For evaluation, we use the results of the 2008-2009 Spanish leagues, comparing a historic predictor with the predictions of our network's results and finally, conclusion is in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
Football is perhaps the World's pre-eminent sport, so it is not surprising that there has been a substantial amount of research on football prediction. Rothstein et al. [3] used fuzzy logic in formalizing football predictions, and genetic and neural optimization techniques in tuning their fuzzy model. Koning [4] took a Bayesian network approach with Markov chains and the Monte-Carlo method, estimating the quality of football teams using this model. Rue et al. [5] suggested a Bayesian dynamic generalized linear model to estimate the time dependent skills of football teams, and to predict football matches. Andersson et al. [6] estimated the expected number of goals in a football match, based on the scoring intensity, and predicted the probability that a team wins a tournament using the estimated scoring intensities.
Halicioglu [7] analyzed football matches statistically and suggested a method to predict the winner of the Euro 2000 football tournament. His method is based on the seasonal coefficients of variation (CVs) of the end-of-season points. Falter et al. proposed an updating process for the intra-match winning probability. Falter et al. [8] and Forrest et al. [9] focused more on the analysis of football matches rather than on prediction. Goddard et al. [10] suggested an ordered probity regression model and using it, forecast English league football results.
Karlis et al. [11] used the plausibility of Poisson regression models for the interpretation and prediction of football scores. Crowder et al. [12] modeled the 92 teams in the English Football Association League using refinements of the independent Poisson model and predicted the probabilities of home win, draw or away win. Koning et al [13] and Kuonen [14] specifically address tournament-specific issues, and/or directly model football tournaments. Martinich [15] , Amor, et al. [16] , and Yang et al. [17] investigated other sports such as American football, major league baseball.
Among the existing works, the approach of Min et al. [18] is most similar to ours. They present an approach for result prediction. Their system (called FRES) consists of two major components: a rule-based reasoner and a Bayesian network component. This approach is a compound one in the sense that two different methods cooperate in predicting the result of a football match. Second, contrary to most previous works on football prediction they use an in-game time-series approach to predict football matches.
III. BAYESIAN NETWORKS
In the last few years, Bayesian networks (BN) have become a popular way of modeling probabilistic relationships among a set of variables for a given domain [19] - [21] . Bayesian networks (BNs) are graphical models [22] for reasoning under uncertainty, where the nodes represent variables (discrete or continuous) and arcs represent direct connections between them. These direct connections are often causal connections. In addition, BNs model the quantitative strength of the connections between variables, allowing probabilistic beliefs about them to be updated automatically as new information becomes available. A Bayesian network for a set of variables X = {X1,…..,Xn} consists of 1) a network structure S that encodes a set of conditional independence assertions about variables in X, and 2) a set P of local probability distributions associated with each variable. Together, these components define the joint probability distribution for X. The network structure S is a directed acyclic graph. The probabilities encoded by a Bayesian network may be Bayesian or physical. When building Bayesian networks from prior knowledge alone, the probabilities will be Bayesian. When learning these networks from data, the probabilities will be physical (and their values may be uncertain). To illustrate the process of building a Bayesian network, consider the problem of detecting credit-card fraud. We begin by determining the variables to model.
One possible choice of variables for our problem is Fraud (F), Gas (G), Jewelry (J), Age (A), and Sex (S), representing whether or not the current purchase is fraudulent, whether or not there was a gas purchase in the last 24 hours, whether or not there was a jewelry purchase in the last 24 hours, and the age and sex of the card holder, respectively. The states of these in the next phase of Bayesian-network construction, we build a directed acyclic graph that encodes assertions of conditional independence. One approach for doing so is based on the following observations. Variables are shown in Fig. 1 .
IV. SELECTING MAIN FACTORS AND RELEVANT INFORMATION
There are a large number of factors which could affect the outcome of a football match from the perspective of one of the teams involved. One of the difficulties in any investigation of the relationships involved in a given effect is that to a large extent the assumption of a particular model determines the attributes to study and predetermines the possible relationships that can be found. So, the act of choosing which model and attributes to study sets a boundary on what can be discovered.
So we try to find main factors that affect on football results. We divide them into two groups: 1) Non-psychological factors 2) Psychological factors Betting experts use them to predict match results. Table I shows main factors of football match prediction that we used in BN.
We consider the Spanish football league for the season 2008-2009. The league is made by a total of T=20 teams, playing each other twice in a season (one at home and one away). We consider specially Barcelona team's results. We gather data from football websites such as [23] - [25] . We found necessary information for BN in their content.
After that, we categorize them and make a criterion for each factor. For example, in the number of goals is various amounts (average) that Barcelona scores in each match, so we categorize its scoring goal into three groups: 1) Less than one.
2) Between one and three.
3) More than three. In BN, these results affected on final result (win/lost/draw). Fig. 2 shows a Diagram of factors and their Dependences. In this section, we describe how implemented our BN in NETICA software [26] . NETICA is one of the best software for BN. The diagram in Fig. 2 is implemented in NETICA exactly. CPT tables for every factor are filled based on information and others are filled by NETICA. In this approach, we consider every matches separately because every match has different values for factors and they change based on their situations in matches. In Fig. 3 , a state of BN for a match is shown and it is related to in Spanish league (Barcelona-Sevilla). We gathered that match's data and inserted into CPT tables and Fig. 3 shows the results of match. For every match for Barcelona in league, we do this process. In Table II , we show the value s of that match.
We repeated this process for all 38 matches that did in 2008-2009 season. The results of these operations were gathered and the final point of Barcelona team was determined. After that, this result compared with 2008-2009 season and we saw the final result was correct in 92%.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described a Bayesian network approach for football results prediction. The prediction in football has been an interesting problem and researchers have tried to find a solution for it. So we offered a Bayesian network approach for it and showed how it worked. All used data in BN are gathered from valid websites that offer football statistics in the world.
